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OVERALL PROJECTION

This is the Eighteenth year of the Lower “8” Cycle of the world.  Based on 
Yi-Jing, while the period between 1984 and 2043 (totalling 60 years) is “Fire-
Wind Caldron”, the year 2022 is “Water-Fire Completion”.

Yi-Jing Analysis
The Yi-Jing “Water-Fire Completion” trigram is a double-meaning setting. 
On one hand, it means harmony and unification. That means the world 
would go through big changes, positively. Many problems could be resolved. 
On the other hand, it could mean many countries fighting like water and fire. 
Likely, this is a year of extremities.

Life Chart Analysis
The four columns of this year are “Water Tiger” year, “Water Tiger” month, 
“Earth Rat” day and “Wooden Tiger” hour. This is a special category type of 
life chart. It implies the world would go through big swings. Loyalties among 
countries would diminish. This year favours elements of Metal, Water and 
Wood. Negative ones are Fire and Earth. Favourable ones are financial, legal, 
trading, logistics, travel, networking, metals, cars, insurance, and clothing. 
Unfavourable ones are education, medicine, pharmaceutical and aesthetics. 
The Hi-Tech sector would go through big swings.
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Flying-Star Analysis
This is governed by “5-Yellow”. It represents authority, but also phenomena 
of big swings. The trigram is “Earth Mountain Modesty”. Try to take the mid 
road when doing things.

In terms of regions, unfavourable countries are those in the East, West, South-
West, such as Japan, USA, Europe, etc. Better ones are Australia, South-East 
Asia, India, Canada, Russia. China is in the center of the “5-Yellow”, which 
represents authority. When combined with the trigram “Earth Mountain 
Modesty”, China’s low-key approach in dealing with international affairs 
will pay off.

The following would outline an analysis of orientations, businesses, politics, 
economies, climate, and health, totalling 6 important factors affecting all of 
us.

Locations and Orientations
Central (Positive)
The controlling force is the central “5-Yellow” and “Earth-Mountain 
Modesty” trigram. There is one Yang and five Yins. With Yang in the middle, 
Yin and Yang are well balanced. This trigram carries positive energy. China, 
which means country in the Middle, defying bullies from Superpowers, 
becomes well balanced and wins respect from many countries.

On the other hand, the Middle East would continue to be volatile. There 
would be many wars and battles
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East (Negative)
The “3-Blue” Argument Star will land in the East. The trigram is “Thunder-
Sky Power of the Great”. There will be many conflicts in eastern regions. 
However, their relatively high cycles will still pull up their economies. 
Examples are China’s coastal cities, Tokyo, and New York

South-East (Positive)
This is the “4-Green” Learning Center.  It favours cultural, education and 
Hi-Tech sectors. However, this region would also have problems with wind 
and flooding, especially in areas around South-East Asia, the Caribbean, 
Florida in USA, SE Ontario in Canada, etc. Nevertheless, economy in these 
areas would improve a lot from last year.

South (Positive)
This is the “9-Violet” Joy Star. Southern regions would tend to be hot. There 
would also be fire hazards. Volcanic activities would be plentiful in the 
South Pacific. Economies in those areas would advance, regardless. Typical 
countries include South Asia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, etc. 
Australia and Africa would tend to improve over the past year

South-West (Negative)
This is the “2-Black” Illness Center. There would be new sources of illness 
from the South-West regions in the world, such as Spain, Portugal, France. 
South California, etc. These areas greatly need rest and to rebuilding. 
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West (Negative)
This is the “7-Red” Receding Center. Western countries, such as USA and 
UK, would be into a year of instability, both politically and economically. 
The USA would also intervene in the internal affairs of other countries.

North-West (Positive)
This is the “6-White” Travel Center. North European countries would see 
their economies recover. Countries would appear to unite with each other. 
More travelling would occur to help boost the economy. There would be 
extraordinary developments in North-Western China.

North (Positive)
This is the “1-White” Romance Center. Economy would improve in Northern 
countries, such as Canada and Russia. However, deficits remain a key 
problem.

North-East (Negative-Positive)
This is the “8-White” Money Center. Countries in the North-East would 
tend to do well, such as North-East China, Canada’s Quebec, New York in 
USA, etc. However, there would still be unavoidable instabilities.
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Analysis of Businesses

Business involving “Metal, Water, Wood” would do well, but not “Fire, 
Earth”.  With the “5-Yellow” Power Star controlling, there would be big 
volatilities across the board.

Let us examine various businesses.

Real Estate
Since “5-Yellow” is an earth sign, Real Estate would continue to be an 
important factor to revive the economy.  Favourable regions include the 
Central, South, South-West, North-West, North, and North-East, totalling 
six directions. Unfavourable ones are West, East, South-East.  

China’s real estate would stabilize. In most first and second line cities values 
would, however, continue to go up.

USA’s North-West regions tend to do well, such as the Silicon Valley, San 
Francisco. North-East regions such as New York and Massachusetts would 
go up. Florida would also do well.

Canada is in the “Speculative Money” Center. Its real estate would continue 
to prosper. Vancouver may show some signs of slowing down. However, 
within Greater Toronto Area, regions such as Richmond Hill, Markham and 
downtown would do well.  Aurora and Newmarket would also improve. 
Mississauga and Etobicoke may slow down a bit. Southwest Ontario such as 
Hamilton, Milton, Waterloo, etc., would be stable.

Real estate in South-East Asia, including Hong Kong, would slow down.

Energy 
Oil and gas prices would go up amidst instabilities. Most manufacturers 
would be into making electric cars. A new business dealing with batteries 
disposals or recycles would pop up.
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Electronics
The Hi-Tech sector may incur more hackers, especially Ransomware. 
This is the crime of the time. There would also be much controversy to do 
with internet and technology. China would witness breakthroughs in its 
technological advances. Traditional organizations would have to modernize 
their business approach. E-commerce and internet functions continue to 
dominate.

Medical
There would be breakthroughs in new drugs. On top of injections, virus 
treatments may be in the form of pills. Unfortunately, medical research and 
advances may become severe political issues.

Food
There would be struggles to recover from last year’s setback. Vegetables and 
fruit would be in high demand. General food cost would appreciate.

Metals
Metals would be in demand worldwide. New materials would continue to 
come out.

Automobiles
Car sales would greatly improve. More and more hi-tech gadgets would 
become the norm.

 
Travel
The travel sector would revive. After nearly two years of setback, people 
really want to travel.
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Textile
The clothing sector would finally see a positive turnaround. Demand for 
sports fashion may stand out.

Banking and Financial
The stock market would continue its normal violent swings. Bank stocks 
would be stable. Conceptual stocks such as crypto currencies would become 
riskier. 

Favourable Businesses (Metal, Water, Earth)

Metal-oriented Businesses
 Cars  • Airplanes

 Building Material • Mining

 Safety and Security

Water-oriented Businesses

 Banking  • Financial

 Import/Export  •	 Wine	and	Liquor

 Fishing  •	 Travel

	 Logistics

Wood-oriented Businesses

 Clothing  • Shoes

 Forestry  • Farming

 Chinese medicine (herbal)
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Unfavourable Businesses (Wood, Fire)

Fire-oriented Businesses
 Education  • Electronics
 Entertainment • Energy

Earth-oriented Businesses
 Real Estate • Development and 
    Construction
 Pharmaceutical • Food
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Analysis of Politics

The governing star is “5-Yellow”, plus the central trigram “Earth-Mountains 
Modesty”. The controlling trigram is “Water-Fire Completion”. World 
politics would be very unstable. Battles in the Middle East may escalate. 
Conflicts between East and West would become more obvious.

Canada
Canada is into a year of “1-White” Relations sign and “Water-Wind Well” 
trigram. It is also the “Triple Conflict” center. Hence it is half good and half 
bad. While politics would be more stable than the previous year, not much 
change would happen in the controlling parties.

USA
USA is into a year of “7-Red” receding sign and “Lake-Water Oppression” 
trigram. There would a new round of political turmoil. Its involvement in 
both Middle East and South-East Asia would become muddy and draining. 
There may be uprising in its domestic controls.

China
China is in the “5-Yellow” Power sign and “Earth-Mountain Modesty” 
trigram. Its international relations would become more harmonized. 
Naturally, it would also invite more jealousy from the Western world such 
as USA and UK. USA would create more conflicts against China. However, 
China’s domestic politics would continue to be stable.

Hong Kong
Hong Kong is at the “4-Green” Learning Center.  Its trigram is “Wind-Lake 
Inner Truth”.  Politics would tend to be more stable. Student activities would 
calm down.
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Taiwan
Taiwan is at the “3-Blue” Argument center, but with the “Thunder-Heaven 
Strength” trigram.  There would be many conflicts among various political 
parties. It would continue to purchase second-hand weaponry from USA.

Japan
Japan is also at the “3-Blue” Argument center and “Thunder-Heaven 
Strength” trigram. There would be issues with its leadership which may go 
through major tests. Subtly, Japan would expand its military forces further.

South Korea
Korea is at the “8-White” Money center. However, it suffers from the 
“Mountain-Earth” Splitting trigram. While its economy would improve, it 
may suffer setbacks from natural disasters and political instability.

North Korea
North Korea is also at the “8-White” Money center. The country would 
improve its wealth. Naturally, it would also strengthen its external affairs.

Other Southern Countries
Countries such as South America, India, Africa, and Australia are into the 
“9-Violet” Joy force. Its trigram is “Fire-Thunder” Biting. There would be 
many problems with leadership and policies. Most of these countries would 
show turbulences.

Western European Countries
Western Europe would enjoy the “7-Red” receding sign. There would be 
plenty of arguments among them.
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North European Countries 
North European countries are into the “6-White” Travel sign. Their trigram 
is “Heaven-Fire” Union. Their politics would be stable. Plenty of travelling 
may resume.

Middle East
Most Middle East countries may suffer from the “5-Yellow” Power sign. Both 
natural disasters and man-made wars would be abundant.

Russia
Russia is at the “1-White” Speculative Money sign, and the trigram of “Water-
Wind” Well. Its politics would be strong enough to fight against conflicts 
from the West. Its strong economy would also help its political stability. 
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Analysis of World Economy
The governing signs are “5-Yellow” Star and “Earth-Mountain Modesty” 
trigram. World economies would still be volatile. Many businesses may need 
to start from scratch.

CHINA would prosper further. There would be a new round of billionaires. 
Its technological advances could not be underestimated. Especially 
outstanding are 6G and astronomical explorations.

SOUTHEAST ASIA is in the “4-Green” Learning center. Economies 
would improve, especially in the fields of education, technical research, 
or innovation. However, potential wind or water storms may have some 
negative impacts on its finances.

JAPAN is in the “3-Blue” and “Thunder-Heaven” center. Its politics may 
become unstable, thus affecting its economic situation.

KOREA is at the “8-White” Money center. It would do very well 
economically, together with its Hi-Tech advances.

INDIA is at the “9-Violet “ Joy center, with the “Fire-Thunder” Biting 
trigram. Its super heat waves and fire issues, compounded with last year’s 
pandemic, would be a big downward drag for its economy.

USA is at the “7-Red” Receding center. The trigram is “Lake-Water” 
Oppression. Its economy may take a beating, in view of its astronomical debt. 
While it may stimulate many wars in the world, it may cause considerable 
suffering domestically.

CANADA is at the “1-White” Speculative Money center. Its trigram is 
“Water-Wind” Well. Its economics would improve. After enduring two 
years of pandemic attack, its businesses would begin to pick up. However, 
its deficits would grow.
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RUSSIA is also at the “1-White” Speculative Money center. Improvement in 
its finances would be obvious.

EUROPE is in the “7-Red” Receding center. Its trigram is “Lake-Water” 
Oppression. Its economies may have struggle. Many countries become a 
conflict point between China and USA.

Overall, the world’s economy may still have to go through big swings. 
The stock market would be more volatile. However, Banks’ interest rates 
would still stay low. Other than China, most countries would have financial 
dangers.

A Special Look at the Canadian Economy
Main directions would be a continuation of last year.
1. Fiscal deficits would continue to be a concern for all levels of 

government
2. Interest rates will stay low and prime rates will fluctuate between 

1-3%
3. The Canadian Dollar would rise
4. TSX would still see huge fluctuations but on the upward trend
5. Centralization of power among corporations would intensify and 

cost cuttings by consolidating and eliminating departments and staff 
would continue

6. Public sector remains the major inflation source, while the private 
sector continues to deflate

7. Economic growth would be around 2%
8. Unemployment rate would stay around 8%
9. New wave of immigration would help to boost its economy
10. This year continues to be a rebuilding year for Canada. There would be 

new policies and new ways to do business.
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Analysis of World Climates

This year’s governing trigram is “Water-Fire Completion”.

The world climate would tend to be milder. However, the “5-Yellow” 
controlling force may create many natural and man-made disasters.

Central regions such as the Middle East, China’s Szechuan, Henan, etc. may 
suffer from drought and earthquakes.

There would be windstorms in the South-East coastal regions.

Countries in the South may suffer from heat and fire problems.

South-West regions may be the source of many diseases.

There would be volcanic and earthquake activities in the South Pacific.

Western countries such as USA’s California may suffer from heat waves and 
drought.

Canada’s British Columbia may have plenty of rain.

North-Western USA and Canada may be prone to forest fires.

Northern regions may have flooding.

Midwest regions in USA would have many tornadoes.
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Analysis of World Health
Although the major waves of the pandemic may be over, hidden problems 
would still linger. The most common health issue this year may have to do with 
bowels. The source of many new illnesses would be in the South-West regions.

Projection For The World Stock Markets
  
  . February Positive
  . March:  Positive
  . April:  Positive-Negative
  . May  Positive-Negative
  . June  Negative
  . July  Positive-Negative
  . August: Negative
  . September: Negative-Positive
  . October: Positive-Negative
  . November:  Positive
  . December:  Positive
  . January: Positive-Negative

Conclusion
The driving force of our planet Earth is continuous transformation of Yin 
(negative) and Yang (positive) energies and cycles. By knowing the rules 
of nature, we can avoid many pitfalls and have better chances to succeed.  
Hence, I shall share these predictions with my readers around the world for 
reference and guidance.
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HOROSCOPE PERSPECTIVES

TIGER -  1998 1986 1974 1962 1950 1938

The tiger coincides with this year. Beware of volatility in relations. 
There may be legal issues at times. Nevertheless, there is a dominant 
learning sign. This is a good year for education and learning. The 
travel sign would also facilitate moving, travel or job change.

WORK- You favour both educational and spiritual sectors. Good 
businesses include teaching and religions. Analytical work such as 
I.T., accounting, legal, or  holding public office.

WEALTH-  No gambling. Just stick to your normal income.

RELATIONS- Your relations may be a bit weak. This may not be a 
good year to get married.

HEALTH- Small ailments may be unavoidable. Rest well and more 
exercise.

Tiger
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Highlights of Tiger of Individual Years

 . 1998 - Most things you do would begin with some hardship. 

However, your strong learning sign would help you progress. You 

just need to work harder.

 . 1986 - Your hard work would lead to more authority. Your 

relationship would be flat. You should pick up more new skills to 

enrich yourself.

 . 1974 - You should be in business that requires moving around, 

such as logistics or international trading. If you are a tigress, you 

would do well.

 . 1962 - You tend to be quite spiritual. You should do well in 

philosophy or religions. Relationships are flat.

 . 1950 - You would get along well with younger folks. They would 

give you happiness. Pay more attention to your health, exercise 

well.

 . 1938 - You should rest well and do more exercise. Forget about 

material pleasure.

*										*										*										*										*
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RABBIT - 1999 1987 1975 1963 1951 1939

This is a year of romance for you. You would get along well with people. 

Public relations, sales and marketing are good for you. You would have a clear 

mind. Hence analytical work is favourable.

WORK - You favour work that deals with people, such as marriage 

arrangement. Good ones also include entertainment, manpower agency, etc. 

Analytical work is also good for you.

WEALTH - Your finances would be stable.

RELATIONS - Your people relationships are extraordinary. However, 

there may still be occasional people conflicts. Hence stay low and humble.

HEALTH - Overall, you are healthy. Just pay more attention to your liver 

and kidneys.

Rabbit
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Highlights of Rabbit of Individual Years

 . 1999 - You may need more effort at work. There may also be 

instability in your relations involving arguments. Keep your cool.

 . 1987 - You would connect well with people. Out of office work 

would be better for you than inside. Try to expand your circle of 

friends and contacts.

 . 1975 - Your authority would improve. If you are employed, you 

have a good chance to be promoted. If you are self-employed, 

consider expanding your business.

 . 1963 - Your outstanding people relationship would help your 

work. You would get much help from the opposite gender. This is 

a good year for you.

 . 1951 - Even at this senior age, your people relationships remain 

good. You should participate in more social activities to stay agile.

 . 1939 - You should let go of any worries and material gains. Work 

on your health and enjoy your long life.

*										*										*										*										*
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DRAGON - 2000 1988 1976 1964 1952 1940

Dragon has a strong sign for creativity and designs. You have powerful 
intuition. This is a much better year compared with the past year.

WORK - You favour creative work, such as writing, painting, 
architecture, acting, singing, etc.  You also favour work to do with 
funeral and burial. Mobile businesses such as logistics and travel are 
good for you as well.

WEALTH - You do not favour speculative money such as gambling. 
Income from your hard work would be much more stable

RELATIONS - You are good in your people relationship. If you 
intend to get married, this is the year. If you are married, you should 
be more loving.

HEALTH - Your health would be good. Just pay more attention to 
your waist and kidneys areas.

Dragon
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Highlights of Dragon of Individual Years

 . 2000 - You would get much help from your boss. Your love life 

would also be good. Enjoy your network of friends.

 . 1988 - You may need to work harder to achieve your goal. 

Although you would have many friends, you may not favour to do 

partnership work.

 . 1976 - Your hard work would award you well. Most tasks may 

begin with hardship before they ease off. Hence be patient and 

take your time.

 . 1964 - Your people relationships would be good. Your authority 

would also advance. There would be plenty of opportunities to 

travel.

 . 1952 - Your big circle of friends would keep you occupied. Enjoy 

your social activities.

 . 1940 - Your energy level may dwindle. Rest well and do more 

exercise to maintain your energy.

*										*										*										*										*
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SNAKE - 2001 1989 1977 1965 1953 1941

There are conflicts between Snake and Tiger. Beware of people 
relationships. Try to avoid partnership work. Also be careful of accidents. 
However, your income and investments would give you extraordinary 
returns.

WORK - You favour legal work, such as lawyer and police. Blood-
oriented work is also good, such as surgery. Most businesses such as 
trading are also in your favour. However, be careful not to break the law.

WEALTH - Your income would be good. Consider expanding your 
work and do more investments.

RELATIONS - Your relations may be somewhat volatile. Beware of 
people problems. Keep your cool. Be fair to each other.

HEALTH - Overall you are healthy. Just be careful of accidents that may 
cause bleeding.

Snake
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Highlights of Snake of Individual Years

. 2001 - Your studies would be outstanding. Your people relations 

are positive too.

. 1989 - Be careful about people issues. Your relationships could be 

unstable. You should talk less and act more.

. 1977 - Your people relations are good. You would favour to be in 

public relations or sales job. Your finances would be good.

. 1965 - Your work would be unstable. You may need to work 

harder at the beginning before easing off. Be patient and 

persistent.

. 1953 - You would have good relations with elderly people, who in 

turn may help you a lot. Your finances and investments would do 

very well.

. 1941 - Your health may take a beating. Pay attention to your 

heart and lungs. Let go of any worries.

*										*										*										*										*
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HORSE - 2002 1990 1978 1966 1954 1942 1930

The Horse connects with the Tiger into Golden Connection. Hence 
your people relations would greatly improve. There would be plenty 
of opportunities. You would favour moving around. Your intuition 
would be strong. Your finances and authority would advance.

WORK - You favour work with mobility, such as logistics, trading, 
sales, and marketing. Human Resources is also favourable. Work 
to do with philosophy or religions is also good for you. If you are in 
management, this would be a smooth year for you.

WEALTH - Your finances would improve, especially if you are in a 
position of authority. If your work involves intuition or investments, 
you should see good results.

RELATIONS - The golden connection would naturally bring you 
fantastic people relationship. If you are married, you should be more 
loving. If you are still single, you may consider getting married.

HEALTH - Your overall health would be good. Just be careful of 
muscle strains at times.

Horse
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Highlights of Horse of Individual Years

 . 2002 - You would get along well with your peer group. You 

would gain more new friends. Your studies would be good.

 . 1990 - This is a year for you to advance. If you are employed, you 

may get promoted. If you have a business, try to expand it. If you 

are single, consider getting married.

 . 1978 - Although you need to work hard, the results should be 

rewarding. If you are a married man, you may get much help from 

your wife. Singles would fare better than the past year.

 . 1966 - Your authority would advance forward. There would 

heavier responsibility. Hence you should rest and exercise well. 

Beware of accidents.

 . 1954 - You should retire. Relax more and do more leisure travels.

 . 1942 - Although you are getting older, your health would 

stay good. You should have a good circle of friends. Enjoy your 

community activities.

 . 1930 - You should pay attention to your lungs and kidneys 

wellbeing. Exercise and rest well.

*										*										*										*										*
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SHEEP - 2003 1991 1979 1967 1955 1943 1931

The Sheep has many lucky signs this year. There would be a lot of 
happy events. Your people relations would be good. Enjoy your luck.

WORK - You favour jobs dealing with cars or airplanes. Public 
relations and medical fields are also good for you

WEALTH - Your friends may help you make money this year. 
However, gambling, and speculative income should be avoided.

RELATIONS - Your relationships would be flat but stable. Married 
men would get lots of help from their wives. There would be many 
happy events

HEALTH - Your health would be much better than the past year.

Sheep
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Highlights of of Sheep of Individual Years

 . 2003 - You would have plenty of help from your elders. Your 
studies would be smooth. However, your romances would be 
weak.

 . 1991 - You have a dominant lucky sign. You would get out of 
troubles with ease. You would get along well with your boss.

 . 1979 - This is a hard-working year for you. Beware of partnership 
business. Watch out for misunderstandings with your loved 
ones.

 . 1967 - You would have a lot of help from your friends. Partnership 
business would be good. If you are married, enjoy your love life. If 
you are single, you should get into some romances.

 . 1955 - You remain healthy even at this age. Financially you would 
be stable.

 . 1943 - Pay attention to your heart and kidneys functions. You 
have lucky signs this year. You should be able to get out of trouble 
easily.

 . 1931 - Your health may sound an alarm. Watch out for your lungs 
and chest. Rest well.

	*										*										*										*										*
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MONKEY - 2004 1992 1980 1968 1956 1944 1932

Monkey is opposite Tiger. It is a conflict sign. Hence you must not 
gamble or speculate. Also beware of accidents that may lead to 
bleeding. However, your learning sign is strong. You would do well 
in education or research work. Work that requires mobility is also 
good for you.

WORK - Consider education or research work. No casinos. Be 
conservative in your position. You also favour logistics, travelling and 
trading sectors. Work to do with blood, such as surgery, etc., is also 
favourable.

WEALTH - You must avoid gambling or speculations. Your regular 
income should be fine. Do not take chances.

RELATIONS - Your relationships may be a bit rocky. Beware of 
arguments. Take a step back and be more considerate.

HEALTH - You are prone to illness and accidents. Drive carefully. 
Avoid dangerous work.

Monkey
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Highlights of Monkey of Individual Years

 . 2004 - With the help of a dominant learning star, you should do 
well in school. However, there would be much romance. Just lie 
low.

 . 1992 - You would have quite a circle of friends. You may tend to 
spend money easily. You should refrain from doing so. Travelling 
is good for you.

 . 1980 - Money may come and go easily. However, at work you 
would have plenty of help from your boss. Refrain from taking 
too much risk in your ideas.

 . 1968 - You may have a bigger name than money. There could 
be changes in your work. Nonetheless, you should gain more 
authority.

 . 1956 - There may be too much hard work, draining you mentally 
and physically. You should share your workload or find some 
helpers. Refrain from gambling.

 . 1944 - Watch your health, especially to do with your liver and 
kidneys. Rest well and exercise more.

 . 1932 - Be more health conscious. Relax and avoid heart problems. 
Enjoy your long life.

*										*										*										*										*
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ROOSTER - 1993 1981 1969 1957 1945 1933

The Rooster may enjoy romance and good people relations. Your 
authority would increase. You mind should be clear.

WORK - You would do well in management. The entertainment 
sector is good for you. Education or running for public office is also 
in your favour.

WEALTH - Your reputation may exceed your wealth. However, it 
may also help give you opportunities to make money. Your wealth 
would be stable.

RELATIONS - You would enjoy romance and good relationships. 
If you are single, consider getting married. If you are married, you 
should be more loving. However, you tend to argue on trivial things. 
Be considerate.

HEALTH - Your overall health would be good. You have strong 
romantic energy. Pay attention to your waist and kidney areas.

Rooster
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Highlights of Rooster of Individual Years

. 1993 - You would have plenty of romance. Your people 

relationships are also good. Help from the opposite gender is 

plentiful.

. 1981 - Your energy radiates. You should be in the public relations 

sector, such as entertainment. If you work for someone, you may 

have chances for promotion. If you are self-employed, consider 

expansion. 

. 1969 - Although you may gain more authority, that comes with 

much hard work mentally and physically. If you are married, 

beware of volatility.

. 1957 - You have quite a network of connections. Consider 

forming some partnership to expand your business.

. 1945 - Your health may take a downturn. Be careful of falling. 

Rest well. Exercise properly to improve your strength.

. 1933 - Even at this advanced age, you would still have a handful 

of friends. Enjoy your company.

*										*										*										*										*
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DOG - 1994 1982 1970 1958 1946 1934

Dog connects with Tiger to form a Golden Connection. You would 
therefore get much help from various sources. You may still need 
to work hard. Your relations may still be unstable. Also beware of 
accidents. Take your time when working.

WORK - You favour work to do with blood, such as a surgeon or 
butcher. Also favourable are jobs such as police or soldier.

WEALTH - Your income is stable but flat. Regular income is 
preferred to speculative one. Your hard work would be rewarded with 
more wealth.

RELATIONS - There is a conflict sign amidst harmony. Be 
considerate. Be soft instead of hard when dealing with each other.

HEALTH - Your overall health is fine. Beware of accidents. Drive 
carefully. Be careful of sharp objects.

Dog
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Highlights of Dog of Individual Years

. 1994 - Your work may tend to be unstable. Be patient and 

resilient. Lay low and work hard. You would get good results.

. 1982 - Your friends would be helpful to you. Partnership business 

would be good for you. You may find better results in mobile 

work. Your people relationship would be stable.

. 1970 - Your authority would improve. You favour to be in 

management. You should get along well with other people.

. 1958 - You may need to work hard mentally and physically. At 

this age, you may want to consider retirement. Pay more attention 

to your digestive system.

. 1946 - Your journey this year is half good, half bad. Take it 

easy and do not force it. Be careful of bumping into things and 

accidents that may cause bleeding.

. 1934 - Enjoy your retirement age. Rest well. Walk more if you 

can. Let go any unhappy events.

*										*										*										*										*
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BOAR - 1995 1983 1971 1959 1947 1935

Pig connects with Tiger. They also conflict with each other at times. 
You should watch out for arguments and emotions. You may need 
to work harder to get your job done. However, you would be a good 
speaker.

WORK - You favour jobs to do with speaking. This would include 
work such as public speaking, education, religion, philosophy, and 
spiritual endeavours. The entertainment sector is also good for you, 
such as acting and singing.

WEALTH - Your income would be stable. If you are in partnership 
with someone, be careful of conflicts with money. Make sure 
everything is clearly handled.

RELATIONS - Your people relations may tend to be unstable. Beware 
of arguments. Take a step back. Be soft and let go. Be harmonious.

HEALTH - You would be quite strong this year. Just do not over-
exert yourself. Beware of minor accidents.

Boar
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Highlights of Boar of Individual Years

 . 1995 - You would need more help from your seniors than peers. 

You get along well with the opposite gender. Public relations 

would be good for you.

 . 1983 - Your relations would be quite good with the opposite 

gender, who in turn could also help you a lot. Your work would 

improve. There would be many new opportunities. Your income 

would go up.

 . 1971 - You work well with all the ranks. You should be in a 

public relations kind of work.

 . 1959 - You may need extra efforts at your work. Do things on 

your own. Do not rely on other people. Watch that your  diet does 

not cause digestive issues.

 . 1947 - This is a connecting year for you. Your people relationships 

would be excellent. There would still be opportunities for you to 

make money.

 . 1935 - Although at such a senior age, your circle of friends 

remains strong. You would be well respected.

*										*										*										*										*
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RAT - 1996 1984 1972 1960 1948 1936

Rat has a strong travel sign. Your authority at work would improve. 
However, you may be prone to small accidents. Balance your life. Do 
not over work.

WORK - You favour mobile work, such as logistics and travel. 
International trade is also favourable. You would also be fit to be a 
policeman, soldier or in public office.

WEALTH - Your wealth would be well proportionate to your 
hard work. There may not be short cuts.

RELATIONS - Your love life would be weak. You may even 
tend to argue too much. Your frequent travel may harm your 
relationships. Pay more attention to your loved ones. Keep your 
calm and patience.

HEALTH - Beware of small accidents. Beware of lifting heavy 
stuff. Drive carefully.

Rat
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Highlights of Rat of Individual Years

 . 1996 - You need to work hard to generate good income. There 
would be opportunities to learn something new. You may get 
more help from elderly men.

 . 1984 - You would get more authority at work. You would do 
better on work outside the office. Your relations may be a bit flat.

 . 1972 - You would have a circle of friends. You may travel together 
frequently. Partnership work would be favourable.

 . 1960 - You would be helping the younger generation a lot. You 
would gain their respect. Refrain from gambling and speculations. 

 . 1948 - Pay attention to your eating habits and digestion issues. 
Exercise more and rest well. 

 . 1936 - Beware of your heart and kidneys. Take things easy. Enjoy 
your senior age.

.

*										*										*										*										*
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HOROSCOPE PERSPECTIVES

OX - 1997 1985 1973 1961 1949 1937

The ox has some lucky signs this year. However, your love life may be 
half good, half bad. Just take it easy. You should keep track of your 
health.

WORK - You would favour work to do with healing. Human 
Resources work, public relations, sales, and marketing should also be 
good for you.

WEALTH - Your wealth would be related to help from your lucky 
signs. However, you may not have much speculative money. Hence 
refrain from gambling.

RELATIONS - Your love life may look distant before it becomes 
intimate. If you are still single, you should consider getting married.

HEALTH - There is an illness sign this year. You may be prone to 
some health issues. Rest well and exercise to improve your immune 
system.

Ox
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Highlights of Ox of Individual Years

 . 1997 - You should get help from many sources. Your work would 

be smooth. Your love life would be good too. If you are single, 

consider marriage.

 . 1985 - You would work well with your boss. You would have 

chances for promotion. If you have business, you should expand 

it.

 . 1973 - You may get much help from the opposite gender. Your 

work would be smooth. Enjoy your newly gained authority.

 . 1961 - Your health may seem to go downhill. There would be 

small illnesses. You should balance between work and life.

 . 1949 - Beware of health issues, especially your stomach and heart. 

Balance well between exercise and resting.

 . 1937 - You would not be short of friends, even at this senior age. 

Your friends circle may not be large but calm and lasting. Beware 

of issues to do with your heart and bowels.

*										*										*										*										*


